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Welcome to VitrA.  
With our extensive range 
of bathroom solutions, 
we have a style to suit 
everyone.

This brochure is dedicated to taps, 
showers and accessories - helping you to 
find your perfect finishing touches.

We also produce sanitaryware and 
furniture to fulfil your complete bathroom 
needs.

View our full range of products online 
or request a brochure.

vitra.co.uk
01235 750990
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The perfect 
finishing touch to 
your bathroom.
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Turning an essential, 
everyday experience  
into something beautiful, 
relaxing and life-enriching.
If you’re looking for 
complete coordination in 
your bathroom, view our 
ranges section. Each of 
our ranges offer their own 
unique style of matching 
taps, showers and 
accessories.
If you’re simply looking 
to update your shower, 
see the showers section. 
Or, if you want to give 
your bathroom a quick 
facelift with some new 
bathroom essentials, see 
our accessories section.
For key product features, 
including water-saving 
capabilities, view the 
product guidance section.

Contents
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About VitrA
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H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

We combine beauty, 
practicality and design 
to create effortless, 
accessible and sustainable 
products.

06 VitrA Ethos

08 VitrA Blue Life

10 Design Engineering

About VitrA
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Led by Design Director, Erdem Akan, our team 
of architects and designers are encouraged to 
free their imaginations; their inventive ideas 
showcased in a setting that blends culture, 
art and lifestyle. With our team’s superior 
designs, VitrA products have been recognised 
by some of the world’s most prestigious 
design awards.

At the heart of this lies the Innovation Centre; 
a creative hub for really ambitious, forward-
looking designers and engineers. We foster 
an environment specifically designed to 
facilitate the meeting of conceptual ideas 
through design, research and technology.

We excel in all we do, 
pushing the boundaries  
of the bathroom space 
through innovative design.

VitrA products are designed and built to 
the highest standards. As a result, we can 
proudly offer customers a 10 year warranty 
on all VitrA brassware (2 years on VitrA infra-
red brassware) and a 5 year warranty on all 
showers and accessories.

Our VitrA approach is to create 
beautiful, inspiring bathroom 
environments that change our 
collective perception of the 
bathroom from that of a purely 
functional space to something 
relaxing and life-enriching.

VitrA ethos

10 5
BRASSWARE SHOWERS & 

ACCESSORIES
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Our award-winning 
products are transforming 
the traditional concept of 
the bathroom through our 
commitment to innovation. 
VitrA are at the forefront of  
the next development 
in bathroom design and 
technology.

Design for All is one of our core 
design principles that ensures our 
products are suitable and accessible 
for everyone.

We are always 
working to 
transform the 
traditional 
concept of the 
bathroom.

Our brassware blends design 
and style to provide improved 
comfort, sustainability and 
bathroom aesthetics. 

Erdem Akan, VitrA Design Director
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We are committed to  
reducing the use of  
non-renewable resources 
in the production process.

VitrA Blue Life

Blue Life is the production approach, 
design, attitude and management outlook 
of all Eczacibaşi Building Products Division 
brands, including VitrA.

8



VitrA’s pledge 
to the future.

To find out more, visit:

vitrabluelife.com

Our manufacturing plants are equipped 
with specifically designed recycling 
systems to reduce raw material and 
energy consumption. 

In 2017, we implemented new technology 
designed to recover and re-use water, and 
today VitrA uses 35% less of this scarce 
resource.

Temperatures of the ceramic kilns in the VitrA 
factory were also lowered, reducing energy 
consumption by 15%.

The same responsibility for natural 
resource conservation guides the group in the 
development of products for both residential 
and public use.

→   Blue Life means reducing the use 
of non-renewable resources in 
the production process.

→     Blue Life means developing 
products that promote power and 
resource conservation at the end-
user level driven by a concern 
for the environment and for our 
collective future.

→    Blue Life means making 
significant investments  
towards boosting  
eco-efficiency.

→   VitrA believe managing the future 
requires efficient management of 
our resources today; good design 
also means taking responsibility 
for resource conservation.

By choosing a VitrA product, you are 
contributing to saving the world’s  
natural resources. 

For example, the 2.5/4 litre WC pan has been 
certified by the German LGA Institute and 
reduces water use by up to 60% compared to 
the single flush.

We also manufacture brassware with 
adjustable pins which can be set to limit the 
amount of water released, creating savings of 
up to 60%.

The adjustable 
pins in our 
brassware 
can limit the 
amount of water 
released by 60%.

9



VitrA products 
are handmade 
by our skilled 
artisans at our 
purpose built 
brassware 
factory.

Design 
engineering

From conception through to 
production, our engineers are 
dedicated to realising a level  
of perfection.

Our trained product engineering artisans 
work closely with our design team to 
manufacture innovative products that 
capture the needs of the VitrA customer. 
Each member of this skilled workforce has 
an expert understanding of how bathrooms 
function. 

All VitrA products are manufactured from 
materials that result in their longevity. The 
main body of all VitrA taps are of solid brass 
construction. This embodies our ethos to be 
the best in taps, showers and accessories for 
the modern day bathroom.

10



“ 
It’s pure artistry
when our 
designs are 
crafted into 
something 
tangible and 
beautiful.”

11

Erdem Akan, VitrA Design Director
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Taps, showers & accessories



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

14 Origin

22 Brava

26 Suit U

30 Suit L

34 X-Line

38 Sento

42 Q-Line

46 Uno

50  Dynamic S

52 Minimax S

58 Solid S

62 AquaSee

Our beautiful and highly 
durable brassware and 
accessory ranges complement 
any bathroom suite.
With captivating design and 
elegant functionality coupled 
with careful engineering, our 
products will add the perfect 
finishing touch to your 
bathroom.

Ranges

13

Taps, showers & accessories

Chrome

Copper

Brushed nickel

Matt black

Gold

Low (up to 0.4 bar) 

Medium (0.4 - 1.0 bar)

High (above 1.0 bar)

Water-saving

Energy-saving

Thermostatically controlled

Water-saving aerator

Swivel aerator

Coin-slot aerator

H - Height (mm)

P - Projection (mm)
For full technical information please visit vitra.co.uk

LP

MP

HP

Water pressure

Eco properties

Dimensions

Aerators

Colours



Origin
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Taps, showers & accessories



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Origin

Compact basin mixer

A42555 £172

A4255526 £206

A4255534 £258

A4255536 £258

H: 150 | P: 105

Basin mixer

A42556 £191

A4255626 £229

A4255634 £287

A4255636 £287

H: 185 | P: 125

Tall basin mixer for bowls

A42557 £220

A4255726 £264

A4255734 £330

A4255736 £330

H: 265 | P: 145

Tall basin mixer for bowls

A42558 £253

A4255826 £303

A4255834 £379

A4255836 £379

H: 325 | P: 160

Basin mixer including 
pop-up waste

A42568 £210

A4256826 £252

A4256834 £315

A4256836 £315

H: 185 | P: 125

Bidet mixer including 
pop-up waste

A42559 £229

A4255926 £275

A4255934 £344

A4255936 £344

H: 150 | P: 105

15

Taps, showers & accessoriesAll prices include 20% VAT

LP

LP

LP

LP

LP

LP



Wall-mounted basin mixer
(2 tap hole)  

A42581 £143

A4258126 £172

A4258134 £215

A4258136 £215

H: 102 | P: 148

MP

To be used with A42230

Origin

16

Taps, showers & accessories

Wall-mounted basin mixer 
(3 tap hole)

A42582 £131

A4258226 £157

A4258234 £196

A4258236 £196

H: 58 | P: 150

Built-in basin mixer
(concealed part)

A40835 £99

Built-in basin mixer
(concealed part)

A42230 £97

MP

To be used with A40835  

Basin mixer 
(3 tap hole)

A42583 £220

A4258326 £264

A4258334 £330

A4258336 £330

H: 135 | P: 127

LP



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mmH (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Origin

17

Taps, showers & accessoriesAll prices include 20% VAT

Universal bottle trap for 
basins with isolation taps, 
asymmetric

A45156 £133

A4515626 £159

A4515634 £199

A4515636 £199

P: 76 (min) - 430 (max)

Universal bottle trap for 
basins with isolation taps, 
symmetric

A45159 £133

A4515926 £159

A4515934 £199

A4515936 £199

P: 76 (min) - 430 (max)

Universal waste set, 
push-open

A45149 £62

A4514926 £62

A4514934 £93

A4514936 £93

H: 100 | D: 64

Universal waste set, 
free-flowing

A45148 £57

A4514826 £57

A4514834 £86

A4514836 £86

H: 100 | D: 64

Universal bottle trap for 
basins P trap

A45123 £78

A4512326 £93

A4512334 £116

A4512336 £116

P: 76 (min) - 290 (max)

Bath/shower mixer

A42619 £293

A4261926 £351

A4261934 £439

A4261936 £439

H: 100 | P: 77

MP



Origin

18

Taps, showers & accessories

Built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer 
(2 way)

A42671 £163

A4267126 £196

A4267134 £245

A4267136 £245

H: 170 | P: 80

To be used with V-Box, see page 75

MP

Flow diverter 
(Includes concealed part, 
2 way)

A42623 £192

A4262326 £231

A4262334 £288

A4262336 £288

H: 90 | P: 63

Flow diverter 
(3 way)

A42673 £146

A4267326 £176

A4267334 £219

A4267336 £219

H: 170 | P: 84

Flow diverter 
(Includes concealed part, 
3 way)

A42624 £211

A4262426 £254

A4262434 £317

A4262436 £317

H: 90 | P: 63

Built-in shower mixer 
(1 way)

A42621 £88

A4262126 £105

A4262134 £132

A4262136 £132

H: 137 | P: 66

To be used with Minibox, see page 77

Built-in shower mixer 
(2 way)

A42620 £143

A4262026 £172

A4262034 £215

A4262036 £215

H: 170 | P: 65

To be used with Minibox, see page 77

MPMP

Built-in thermostatic shower 
mixer 
(1 way)

A42672 £147

A4267226 £177

A4267234 £221

A4267236 £221

H: 170 | P: 80

To be used with V-Box, see page 75

To be used with V-Box, see page 75

MP



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Origin

19

Taps, showers & accessoriesAll prices include 20% VAT

Rain showerhead

A45638 £160

A4563826 £191

A4563834 £239

A4563836 £239

D: 250

MP

Universal wall-mounted long 
connection pipe

A45652 £68

A4565226 £82

A4565234 £102

A4565236 £102

P: 346

Universal 90º connection pipe

A42631 £104

A4263126 £125

A4263134 £156

A4263136 £156

P: 335

Universal wall-mounted 
connection pipe

A45653 £17

P: 104

Universal wall-mounted 
connection pipe

A45651 £68

P: 332

Universal ceiling-mounted 
short connection pipe

A45649 £17

A4564926 £21

A4564934 £26

A4564936 £26

P: 100

Universal ceiling-mounted 
long connection pipe

A45650 £68

A4565026 £82

A4565034 £102

A4565036 £102

P: 300



Origin

20

Taps, showers & accessories

Built-in wall outlet for 
hand shower

A42625 £115

A4262526 £138

A4262534 £172

A4262536 £172

H: 90 | P: 75

Hand shower unit

A45543 £174

A4554326 £209

A4554334 £260

A4554336 £260

MP Wall-mounted bath spout

A42622 £88

A4262226 £106

A4262234 £133

A4262236 £133

H: 90 | P: 115



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Origin

21

Taps, showers & accessoriesAll prices include 20% VAT

Toilet brush holder

A44893 £84

A4489326 £101

A4489334 £126

A4489336 £126

Wall-mounted 
toilet brush holder

A44894 £93

A4489426 £111

A4489434 £139

A4489436 £139

Toilet roll holder

A44887 £72

A4488726 £86

A4488734 £108

A4488736  £108

Towel rail 
(45cm)

A44886 £90

A4488626 £108

A4488634 £135

A4488636 £135

Bathrobe hook

A44884 £60

A4488426 £72

A4488434 £90

A4488436 £90



Brava

22

Taps, showers & accessories



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Brava

23

All prices include 20% VAT

Basin mixer

A42608 £251

H: 154 | P: 115

Tall basin mixer for bowls

A42610 £374

H: 266 | P: 149

Bidet mixer including 
pop-up waste 

A42612 £321

H: 152 | P: 100

Basin mixer including 
pop-up waste

A42609 £283

H: 154 | P: 115

Tall basin mixer for bowls 
including pop-up waste

A42611 £415

H: 266 | P: 149

LP LP

LPLP

LP

Matching bottle traps and wastes on page 64



Wall-mounted basin mixer

A42394 £321

H: 98 | P: 170

Brava

24

Taps, showers & accessories

MP

Built-in basin mixer
(concealed part)

A42230 £97

To be used with A42230



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Brava

25

All prices include 20% VAT

Wall-mounted bath spout

A42397 £189

H: 98 | P: 172

Built-in shower mixer 
(2 way)

A42395 £183

H: 212 | P: 54

Shower mixer

A42614 £440

P: 92 

Bath/shower mixer

A42613 £628

P: 92

MP

MP

Built-in shower mixer 
(1 way)

A42396 £178

H: 156 | P: 59

To be used with Minibox, see page 77To be used with Minibox, see page 77

Matching bottle traps and wastes on page 64

HP HP



Suit U

26

Taps, showers & accessories



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Suit U

Wall-mounted basin mixer

A42487 £157

H: 100 | P: 145

Basin mixer 
(3 tap hole)

A42510 £170

H: 125 | P: 110

27

All prices include 20% VAT

Basin mixer

A42467 £148

A4246726 £200

H: 201 | P: 110

Tall basin mixer for bowls

A42469 £193

A4246926 £261

H: 245 | P: 110

To be used with A42230

MP

MP

MP

MP

Built-in basin mixer  
(concealed part)

A42230 £97

Matching bottle traps and wastes on page 64



Suit U

28

     Taps, showers & accessories

Built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer 
(2 way)

A42674 £166

H: 170 | P: 82

Built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer 
(1 way)

A42675 £134

H: 170 | P: 82

Flow diverter 
(3 way)

A42685 £149

H: 170 | P: 95

Built-in shower mixer 
(2 way)

A42286 £75

H: 195 | P: 78

Built-in shower mixer 
(1 way)

A42287 £71

H: 138 | P: 79

To be used with V-Box, see page 75To be used with V-Box, see page 75

To be used with V-Box, see page 75

To be used with Minibox, see page 77

To be used with Minibox, see page 77 

MP

MP

MP MP



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Suit U

29

All prices include 20% VAT

Bath/shower mixer

A42488 £223

P: 76

Wall-mounted bath spout 
with hand shower outlet

A42490 £75

H: 98 | P: 150

MP

Matching bottle traps and wastes on page 64



Suit L

30

Taps, showers & accessories



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Suit L

Wall-mounted basin mixer

A42486 £157

H: 100 | P: 165

Basin mixer 
(3 tap hole)

A42508 £170

H: 155 | P: 131

31

All prices include 20% VAT

Basin mixer

A42466 £148

A4246626 £200

H: 191 | P: 131

Tall basin mixer for bowls 
with swivel spout

A42470 £164

A4247026 £221

H: 231 | P: 131

Tall basin mixer 
for bowls

A42468 £193

A4246826 £261

H: 275 | P: 131

Built-in basin mixer  
(concealed part)

A42230 £97

MP

MP

MP

MP

MP

To be used with A42230

Matching bottle traps and wastes on page 64



32

Taps, showers & accessories

Suit L

Built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer 
(2 way)

A42674 £166

H: 170 | P: 82

Built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer 
(1 way)

A42675 £134

H: 170 | P: 82

Flow diverter 
(3 way)

A42685 £149

H: 170 | P: 95

Built-in shower mixer 
(2 way)

A42286 £75

H: 195 | P: 78

Built-in shower mixer 
(1 way)

A42287 £71

H: 138 | P: 79

To be used with V-Box, see page 75To be used with V-Box, see page 75

To be used with V-Box, see page 75

To be used with Minibox, see page 77

To be used with Minibox, see page 77 

MP

MP

MP MP



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

33

All prices include 20% VAT

Deck-mounted bath mixer 
with hand shower 
(4 tap hole)

A42529 £399

H: 207 | P: 221

Bath/shower mixer

A42488 £223

P: 76

Suit L

Wall-mounted bath spout

A42491 £71

H: 98 | P: 170

MP

MP

Matching bottle traps and wastes on page 64



X-Line

34

Taps, showers & accessories



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

X-Line

Basin mixer  
(3 tap hole)

A42504 £159

H: 109 | P: 125

Basin mixer

A42321 £134

H: 155 | P: 127

Compact basin mixer 
including pop-up waste

A42387 £131

H: 145 | P: 103

Basin mixer including 
pop-up waste

A42325 £145

H: 155 | P: 127

Compact basin mixer

A42386 £120

H: 145 | P: 103

Tall basin mixer for bowls

A42322 £178

H: 300 | P: 124

Tall basin mixer for bowls, 
including pop-up waste

A42326 £206

H: 300 | P: 124

Bidet mixer including 
pop-up waste

A42323 £178

H: 155 | P: 110

35

All prices include 20% VAT

LP

LP

LP

LP

LP

LP

LP

MP

Matching bottle traps and wastes on page 64



Bath/shower mixer

A42324 £200

P: 174

Bath/shower mixer with hand 
shower 
(2 tap hole)

A42414 £383

H: 127 | P: 101

Deck-mounted bath mixer 
(2 tap hole)

A42415 £334

H: 127 | P: 101

Taps, showers & accessories

36

Taps, showers & accessories

X-Line

Deck-mounted bath mixer 
with hand shower 
(4 tap hole)

A42530 £349

H: 173 | P: 223

MP

MP

MP

MP



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Built-in shower mixer 
(2 way)

A42251 £90

H: 215 | P: 88

Bath/shower mixer with hand 
shower

A42401 £350

P: 182

37

All prices include 20% VAT

X-Line

To be used with Minibox, see page 77 

MP
MP

Matching bottle traps and wastes on page 64



Sento

38

Taps, showers & accessories



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

  Sento

Basin mixer with side handle

A42521 £146

H: 142 | P: 119

Basin mixer

A42513 £127

H: 168 | P: 120

Tall basin mixer for bowls

A42514 £171

H: 298 | P: 135

Tall basin mixer for bowls,   
with side handle

A42523 £197

H: 290 | P: 119

39

All prices include 20% VAT

MP

MP

MP

MP

Matching bottle traps and wastes on page 64



40

Taps, showers & accessories

Bidet mixer including 
pop-up waste

A42519 £190

H: 142 | P: 125

Basin mixer with side handle 
and swivel spout

A42524 £178

H: 222 | P: 162

MP MP



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Sento

41

All prices include 20% VAT

Shower mixer 

A42526 £149

H: 69 | P: 73

Wall-mounted bath mixer

A42516 £165

P: 177

Built-in shower mixer 
(1 way)

A42295 £70

H: 136 | P: 78

Built-in shower mixer 
(2 way)

A42294 £76

H: 193 | P: 81

MP

MP

MP

MP

To be used with Minibox, see page 77

To be used with Minibox, see page 77

Bath spout with hand shower 
outlet

A42392 £120

P: 176

Matching bottle traps and wastes on page 64



Q-Line

42

Taps, showers & accessories



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Q-Line

Bidet mixer including 
pop-up waste

A40777 £223

H: 159 | P: 102

Basin mixer including 
pop-up waste

A40776 £197

H: 159 | P: 130

Deck-mounted mono 
bath mixer

A40779 £247

H: 153 | P: 130

Wall-mounted basin mixer 

A42250 £150

H: 98 | P: 166

Basin mixer

A40775 £160

H: 159 | P: 130

43

All prices include 20% VAT

Basin mixer 
(3 tap hole)

A42507 £183

H: 122 | P: 132

Deck-mounted bath mixer with 
hand shower 
(4 tap hole)

A42531 £389

H: 176 | P: 225

Bath/shower mixer with 
hand shower

A40783 £326

P: 169

To be used with A42230

LP

LP

LP

MP

MP

MP

MP

MP

Built-in basin mixer  
(concealed part)

A42230 £97

Matching bottle traps and wastes on page 64



44

Taps, showers & accessories

Q-Line

Soap dish

A44992  £40

Wall-mounted 
toilet brush holder

A44999  £77

Bathrobe hook

A44998  £27

Toilet roll holder

A44997  £45

Covered toilet roll holder

A44996  £53

Toothbrush holder

A44993  £38



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

45

Taps, showers & accessories

Q-Line

All prices include 20% VAT

Towel ring

A44994  £53

Towel rail 
(51cm)

A44995  £60

Shelf 
(51cm)

A44991  £78



Uno

46

Taps, showers & accessories



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Uno

47

All prices include 20% VAT

Wall-mounted basin mixer 
(3 tap hole)

A40830 £130

A4083023 £156

P: 150

Basin mixer including 
pop-up waste 
(3 tap hole)

A40877 £242

A4087723 £290

H: 165 | P: 110

Basin mixer including 
pop-up waste

A40876 £210

A4087623 £252

H: 232 | P: 115

Basin mixer

A40862 £191

A4086223 £229

H: 232 | P: 115

Tall basin mixer for bowls

A40851 £210

A4085123 £252

H: 345 | P: 145

Basin mixer 
(3 tap hole)

A40861 £220

A4086123 £264

H: 165 | P: 110

MP

MP

MP

MP

MP

MP

To be used with A40835

Built-in basin mixer
(concealed part)

A40835 £99

Matching bottle traps and wastes on page 64
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Uno

Built-in bath/shower mixer, 
with flow diverter

A40832 £130

A4083223 £156

P: 125

MP

To be used with A40834

Built-in bath/shower mixer
(concealed part) 

A40834 £80



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Uno

49

All prices include 20% VAT

Wall-mounted bath/shower 
mixer

A40868 £266

A4086823 £320

P: 175

Wall-mounted shower mixer

A40867 £200

A4086723 £240

Deck-mounted bath mixer 
with hand shower
(4 tap hole)

A40935 £533

A4093523 £639

H: 220 | P: 185

Floor-mounted bath mixer 
with hand shower

A42398 £746

A4239823 £895

H: 785 | P: 195

MP

MP

MP

MP

Matching bottle traps and wastes on page 64
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Dynamic S



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm
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All prices include 20% VAT

Dynamic S

Basin mixer 

A40950 £125

H: 130 | P: 105

Deck-mounted bath mixer 
(2 tap hole)  

A40970 £305

H: 110 | P: 88

Bath/shower mixer with 
hand shower 

A40964 £305

H: 130 | P: 174

Basin mixer including 
pop-up waste 

A40962 £145

H: 130 | P: 105

Bidet mixer including 
pop-up waste 

A40952 £183

H: 130 | P: 105

LP

LP

LP

MP

MP

Matching bottle traps and wastes on page 64
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Minimax S



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

53

All prices include 20% VAT

Minimax S

Bidet mixer including 
pop-up waste 

A41988 £156

H: 167 | P: 110

Basin mixer 

A41984 £111

H: 167 | P: 120

Basin mixer including 
pop-up waste 

A41986 £133

H: 167 | P: 120

Basin taps 

A42362 £89

H: 97 | P: 87

Tall basin mixer for bowls 

A41990 £144

H: 312 | P: 125

LP

LP

LP

LP

LP

Matching bottle traps and wastes on page 64
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Minimax S

Deck-mounted mono bath 
mixer 

A42111 £224

H: 155 | P: 145

Bath pillar taps 

A42384 £89

H: 98 | P: 87

Deck-mounted bath mixer 
(2 tap hole) 

A42411 £290

H: 138 | P: 112

Deck-mounted bath/shower 
mixer with hand shower 
(2 tap hole)

A42410 £334

H: 138 | P: 112

Deck-mounted bath/shower 
mixer with hand shower 

A42112 £296

H: 137 | P: 174

LP
LP

MP

MP

MP



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm
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All prices include 20% VAT

Minimax S

Built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer 
(2 way)

A42671 £163

H: 170 | P: 80

To be used with V-Box, see page 75

Flow diverter 
(3 way)

A42673 £146

H: 170 | P: 79

To be used with V-Box, see page 75

Built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer
(2 way)

A42668 £163

H: 170 | P: 79

To be used with V-Box, see page 75

Built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer
(1 way)

A42669 £147

H: 170 | P: 79

To be used with V-Box, see page 75

Flow diverter 
(3 way)

A42670 £146

H: 170 | P: 79

To be used with V-Box, see page 75

MP

Matching bottle traps and wastes on page 64

Built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer
(1 way)

A42672 £147

H: 170 | P: 80

To be used with V-Box, see page 75

MP

MP

MP
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Minimax 

Wall-mounted soap dish 

A44777 £39

Bathrobe hook 

A44787 £20

Wall-mounted toilet brush 
holder 

A44790 £62

Wall-mounted toothbrush 
holder

A44780 £36

Toilet roll holder 

A44789 £59

Covered toilet roll holder

A44788 £62

Taps, showers & accessories



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

57

Minimax

Double towel rail 
(53 cm) 

A44794 £84

Glass shelf  
(50cm)

A44776 £58

Towel ring 

A44783 £53

Towel rail 
(55cm)

A44784 £58

Taps, showers & accessoriesAll prices include 20% VAT
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Solid S



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm
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All prices include 20% VAT

Solid S

Bidet mixer including 
pop-up waste

A42443 £96

H: 143 | P: 109

Basin mixer 

A42440 £75

H: 143 | P: 115

Basin mixer with swivel spout 

A42442 £100

H: 203 | P: 116

Deck-mounted bath mixer 
with hand shower 
(2 tap hole) 

A42417 £299

H: 145 | P: 142

Deck-mounted bath mixer 
(2 tap hole) 

A42416 £249

H: 145 | P: 142

Basin mixer including 
pop-up waste 

A42441 £83

H: 143 | P: 115

LP

LP

LP

LP

MP
MP

Matching bottle traps and wastes on page 64



Built-in shower mixer 
(2 way) 

A42446 £76

H: 212 | P: 94

Built-in shower mixer 
(1 way) 

A42447 £68

H: 155 | P: 95

60
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To be used with Minibox, see page 77To be used with Minibox, see page 77 

MPMP



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Bath/shower mixer with 
hand shower 

A42498 £199

H: 136 | P: 165

61

All prices include 20% VAT

Solid S

Shower mixer 

A42445 £87

P: 154

Bath/shower mixer 

A42444 £107

P: 154

MP

MP

MP

Matching bottle traps and wastes on page 64
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AquaSee



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

63

All prices include 20% VAT

AquaSee

Matching bottle traps and wastes on page 64

Touch-free basin mixer 
(mains connection)  

A47060 £743

H: 115 | P: 115

Touch-free tall basin mixer 
(mains connection) 

A47064 £894

H: 225 | P: 115

Our infra-red mixers are completely touch-
free, turning on and off automatically with 
a wave of the hand. Not only does this 
offer a much more hygienic solution, it also 
reduces water waste. If the sensor becomes 
obstructed, the water will automatically stop 
after 60 seconds. Our AquaSee products 
include a subtle side handle to set your 
preferred water temperature and come with a 
2 year warranty.

MP MP



Bottle traps and wastes
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H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Our bottle traps and wastes 
are designed to match our 
brassware and accessories for 
complete colour coordination.

Bottle traps and wastes

65
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Bottle traps and wastes

66

Universal bottle trap for 
basins with isolation taps, 
asymmetric

A45156 £133

A4515626 £159

A4515634 £199

A4515636 £199

P: 76 (min) - 430 (max)

Universal bottle trap for 
basins with isolation taps, 
symmetric

A45159 £133

A4515926 £159

A4515934 £199

A4515936 £199

P: 76 (min) - 430 (max)

Universal waste, 
push-open

A45149 £62

A4514926 £62

A4514934 £93

A4514936 £93

A4514923 £62

H: 100 | D: 64

Ceramic waste, compatible with 
M-Line basins

6392L403-0159 White £41

6392L401-0159 Matt White £41

6392L420-0159 Matt Taupe £41

6392L470-0159 Black £41

6392L483-0159 Matt Black £41

H: 63 | D: 66

Universal waste, 
free-flowing

A45148 £57

A4514826 £57

A4514834 £86

A4514836 £86

A4514823 £57

H: 100 | D: 64

Universal bottle trap 
for basins

A45123 £78

A4512326 £93

A4512334 £116

A4512336 £116

P: 76 (min) - 290 (max)

Taps, showers & accessories



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm
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H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Refresh and revitalise your 
bathroom with our range of 
stylish showers.
We offer thermostatic and 
manual options with a wide 
range of designs, from 
traditional to contemporary.

Showers

69

Taps, showers & accessories

70 Choosing your Shower 
System

75 V-Box Built-in Shower 
Mixers

77 Minibox Built-in   
Shower Mixers

80 Aquaheat Built-in 
Shower Mixers

81 Flow Diverters

82 Wall-mounted Shower  
Mixers

84 Showerheads and 
Connection Pipes

86 Hand Showers

88 Shower Columns 

89 Bath Spouts 
and Fillers 

90 Aquaheat Shower Kits

92 Complete Shower 
Solutions
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Choosing your shower system

Choosing the perfect shower that fits with your bathroom aesthetic, matches your personal showering needs and 
works with your technical requirements can be difficult, so we’ve broken it down for you.

Step 1.
Decide between a built-in or wall-mounted shower mixer, depending on the type of wall you have (cavity or solid).

For a cavity wall you can choose either a built-in shower mixer 
or a wall-mounted shower mixer.
Built-in shower mixers create a contemporary, minimalist look 
and they open up more space under the showerhead. They 
can also be positioned in more unconventional areas of the 
bathroom, such as on the side of the shower opposite the 
showerhead.
Built-in shower mixers must be used with a concealed shower 
valve, either V-Box (page 75), Minibox (page 77) 
or Aquaheat (page 80).

For a solid wall, the common solution is a wall-mounted 
shower mixer for versatility, ease of fit and range of different 
styles. It is possible to fit a built-in shower mixer into a solid 
wall, but this involves cutting into the wall to create space for 
the built-in shower valve.
See page 82 for our wall-mounted shower mixer options.

Cavity wall

Solid wall

Concealed 
shower 
valve

Built-in
shower mixer

Built-in shower mixer

Wall-mounted shower mixer

Wall-mounted shower mixer

Wall-mounted
shower mixer
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Choosing your shower system

Diverter

Step 2.
Choose your showerhead and/or hand shower.
We have a wide range of stylish and practical
showerheads and hand showers to match our bath,
shower and basin mixers. From traditional to modern,
round to square, powerful to water-saving, you can 
find one that perfectly matches the other elements 
of your bathroom design.
See pages 84-89 for our showerhead and hand shower 
options.

Step 3.
Adding a bath to your bathroom equation?
You’ll need a diverter to enable the flow of water to be 
switched from one outlet to another, such as the showerhead 
to the bath. Our range of diverters come 
in styles and finishes that match our mixers to give 
you a complete look. These are shown on page 81.

Complete shower solutions
We’ve also created five complete shower solutions which 
include every element of the shower environment to make 
it as quick and easy as possible for you to install your perfect 
shower (see pages 92-93).
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Shower sprays
From kick-starting your day to winding down at its end, we’ve 
got the perfect shower experience to match your mood. Below 
are a number of different spray options, from soft and gentle 
to strong and energising.

Type of shower mixer
The mixer controls the flow of water, similar to the tap on a 
basin.

Manual shower mixers

Our manual showers allow you to adjust both the temperature 
and flow rate, creating a high level of temperature control 
through the valve.

Thermostatic shower mixers

Our thermostatic showers allow you to enjoy a shower at the 
precise temperature you want, whilst ensuring it is sustained 
throughout your shower. Carefully mixing the hot and cold 
water supply, the thermostatic mixer recognises changes to 
water pressure or temperature, so if a tap is used, a bath run 
or toilet flushed elsewhere in your home, your shower will 
remain at your chosen temperature.

Things to consider:

Perfect for busy households, the consistency in 
temperature prevents the risk of sudden and unsafe water 
temperature changes

Water and energy consumption is reduced with the 
sustained temperature, lowering your bills

You can find the exact water temperature that gives you 
the most relaxing and enjoyable shower experience, and 
return to this temperature every time you shower

With our 38° safety buttons, the water will never exceed 
this temperature unless the button is pressed – ideal for 
those with young children.

Choosing your shower system

Aqua-soft

Aqua-massage

Aqua-massage + Aqua-soft

Aqua-spray

Aqua-massage + Aqua-spray

Waterfall

AirDrop 
(Mixes air into the water flow 
to provide a more powerful spray 
whilst reducing water consumption)

Our thermostatic showers are marked 
with this symbol.
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H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Built- in thermostatic shower mixers, V-Box (1 way) 

All prices include 20% VAT

75

Taps, showers & accessories

Suit built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer 
(1 way) 

A42675 £134

H: 170 | P: 82

V-Box concealed shower 
valve

A42263 £81

H: 146 | P: 77-142mm

To be used with V-Box

MP

MP

V-Box offers complete flexibility to fit any bathroom 
design. It enables 3 water outlets (bath, hand shower and/
or showerhead) and can be used with a range of square or 
round built-in mixers. For 3-way showers (bath spout, hand 
shower and showerhead), select a 1-way thermostatic 
shower mixer and 3-way diverter - see page 81 for our 
diverters. V-Box can be trimmed to fit a 77mm wall depth 
which is standard in the UK and is compatible with our 
thermostatic shower mixers.

To be used with V-Box

Origin built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer 
(1 way)

A42672 £147

A4267226 £177

A4267234 £221

A4267236 £221

H: 170 | P: 80

Minimax S built-in 
thermostatic shower mixer 
(1 way) 

A42672 £147

H: 170 | P: 80

To be used with V-Box

MP

MP

MP

Built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer
(1 way)

A42669 £147

H: 170 | P: 79

To be used with V-Box



Built- in thermostatic shower mixers, V-Box (2 way) 
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Minimax S built-in 
thermostatic shower mixer 
(2 way) 

A42671 £163

H: 170 | P: 80

MP

To be used with V-Box, see page 75

To be used with V-Box, see page 75

To be used with V-Box, see page 75

To be used with V-Box, see page 75

Origin built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer 
(2 way)

A42671 £163

A4267126 £196

A4267134 £245

A4267136 £245

H: 170 | P: 80

Suit built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer 
(2 way) 

A42674  £166

H: 170 | P: 82

MP

MP

MP

Built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer
(2 way)

A42668 £163

H: 170 | P: 79



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

77

Solid S built-in manual 
shower mixer 
(1 way) 

A42447 £68

H: 155 | P: 95

Built- in manual shower mixers, Minibox (1 way)

Suit built-in manual 
shower mixer 
(1 way) 

A42287 £71

H: 138 | P: 79

Minibox concealed 
shower valve 
(1 way)

A42213 £73

H: 74 | P: 65 (min) - 95 (max)

Brava built-in manual 
shower mixer 
(1 way) 

A42396 £178

H: 156 | P: 59

To be used with Minibox (1 way)

To be used with Minibox (1 way) To be used with Minibox (1 way)

To be used with Minibox (1 way)

To be used with Minibox (1 way)

Sento built-in manual 
shower mixer  
(1 way)

A42295 £70

H: 136 | P: 78

Origin built-in manual 
shower mixer 
(1 way)

A42621 £88

A4262126 £105

A4262134 £132

A4262136 £132

H: 137 | P: 66

MP

MP

MP

MP

MP

Minibox is a compact manual built-in shower valve option which benefits from easy installation.

HP

All prices include 20% VAT



Built- in manual shower mixers, Minibox (2 way)
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Suit built-in manual 
shower mixer 
(2 way) 

A42286 £75

H: 195 | P: 78

Minibox concealed manual 
shower valve 
(2 way)

A41949 £78

H: 125 | P: 65 (min) - 95 (max)

To be used with Minibox (2 way)

MP MP

Solid S built-in manual 
shower mixer 
(2 way) 

A42446 £76

H: 212 | P: 94

To be used with Minibox (2 way)

MP

To be used with Minibox (2 way)

Origin built-in manual 
shower mixer 
(2 way)

A42620 £143

A4262026 £172

A4262034 £215

A4262036 £215

H: 170 | P: 65

MP

Sento built-in manual 
shower mixer  
(2 way)

A42294 £76

H: 193 | P: 81

MP

To be used with Minibox (2 way)

To be used with Minibox (2 way)

X-Line built-in manual 
shower mixer 
(2 way) 

A42251 £90

H: 215 | P: 88

MP

To be used with Minibox (2 way)

Brava built-in manual 
shower mixer 
(2 way) 

A42395 £183

H: 212 | P: 54

HP



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm
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Aquaheat built- in shower mixers

Aquaheat built-in 
thermostatic shower mixer 
(Includes concealed part, 
3 way) 

A47190 £269

H: 245

Aquaheat built-in 
thermostatic shower mixer 
(Includes concealed part, 
2 way) 

A47191 £269

H: 245

Aquaheat built-in 
thermostatic shower mixer 
(Includes concealed part, 
2 way)

A47196 £269

H: 220

Aquaheat built-in 
thermostatic shower mixer 
(Includes concealed part, 
1 way)

A47197 £269

H: 220

Aquaheat built-in 
thermostatic shower mixer 
(Includes concealed part, 
2 way)

A47194 £290

H: 220

Aquaheat built-in 
thermostatic shower mixer 
(Includes concealed part, 
1 way)

A47195 £290

H: 220

Aquaheat built-in 
thermostatic shower mixer 
(Includes concealed part, 
1 way)

A47192 £269

H: 245

Aquaheat built-in 
thermostatic shower mixer 
(Includes concealed part, 
3 way)

A47193 £290

H: 220

HP HP

HP HP

HP HP

HP HP



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Suit flow diverter  
(3 way)

A42685 £149

H: 170 | P: 95

Minimax Flow diverter  
(3 way)

A42670 £149

H: 170 | P: 95

Minimax S flow diverter 
(3 way)

A42673 £146

H: 170 | P: 79

Origin flow diverter 
(Includes concealed part, 
3 way)

A42624 £211

A4262426 £254

A4262434 £317

A4262436 £317

H: 90 | P: 63

81
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Origin flow diverter 
(Includes concealed part, 
2 way)

A42623 £192

A4262326 £231

A4262334 £288

A4262336 £288

H: 90 | P: 63

Flow diverter 
(3 way)

A42673 £146

A4267334 £176

A4267326 £219

A4267336 £219

H: 170 | P: 84

Flow diverters

To be used with V-Box, see page 75

To be used with V-Box, see page 75

To be used with V-Box, see page 75 To be used with V-Box, see page 75



MP

Brava shower mixer

A42614 £440

P: 80

MP

Origin bath/shower mixer

A42619 £293

A4261926 £351

A4261934 £439

A4261936 £439 

P: 74

Suit bath/shower mixer

A42488 £223

P: 76

MP

MP

Essential thermostatic 
shower mixer 

A47183 £110

P: 103

MP

Sento shower mixer 

A42526 £149

P: 73

MP

Wall-mounted shower mixers
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Brava bath/shower mixer

A42613 £628

P: 92



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm
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Wall-mounted shower mixers

Aquaheat thermostatic 
shower mixer 

A47172 £210

P: 173

Aquaheat deck-mounted 
thermostatic shower mixer 
and hand shower kit 

A47220 £275

Aquaheat thermostatic 
shower mixer 

A47174 £180

P: 71

HP

HP

HP
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Showerheads 

Origin rain showerhead

A45638 £160

A4563826 £191

A4563834 £239

A4563836 £239

D: 250

Rain Q showerhead

A45707 £53

D: 200

Rain L showerhead

A45708 £54

D: 185

MP

MP

MP

Provides max. 18 L/min. flow rate

Provides max. 9 L/min. flow rate

Provides max. 9 L/min. flow rate



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm
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Universal wall-mounted long 
connection pipe

A45652 £68

A4565226 £82

A4565234 £102

A4565236 £102

P: 346

Universal 90º connection pipe

A42631 £104

A4263126 £125

A4263134 £156

A4263136 £156

P: 335

Universal wall-mounted 
connection pipe

A45653 £17

P: 104

Universal wall-mounted 
connection pipe

A45651 £68

P: 332

Universal ceiling-mounted 
short connection pipe

A45649 £17

A4564926 £21

A4564934 £26

A4564936 £26

P: 100

Universal ceiling-mounted 
long connection pipe

A45650 £68

A4565026 £82

A4565034 £102

A4565036 £102

P: 300

Universal connection pipe 
for spout

A42249 £24

Connection pipes
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Solo C hand shower

A45675 £48

MP

Samba hand shower (3F) 

A45679 £57

MP

Uno hand shower

A4562323 £180

MP

Origin hand shower

A45543 £174

A4554326 £209

A4554334 £260

A4554336 £260

MP

Taps, showers & accessories
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Hand showers

Taps, showers & accessoriesAll prices include 20% VAT

Hand shower outlet for hand 
shower kit 

A45223 £37

H: 65 | P: 30

Built-in wall outlet 
for hand shower

A42625 £115

A4262526 £138

A4262534 £172

A4262536 £172

H: 90 | P: 75

Water Jet 

A45522 £27

H: 60 | P: 52
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Shower columns

Samba hand shower with 
slide rail (3F)

A45680 £89

Solo C hand shower with 
slide rail

A45676 £80

MP

MP

System rain shower 
column (3F)

A45597 £403

MP

Move shower column with 
thermostatic mixer

Silver A45817 £509

Anthracite A45818 £509

White A45816 £509

H: 1400 | P: 390

MP

Provides max. 6 L/min. flow rate

Provides max. 7 L/min. flow rate
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Origin wall-mounted bath 
spout

A42622 £88

A4262226 £106

A4262234 £133

A4262236 £133

P: 115

Brava wall-mounted 
bath spout

A42397 £189

P: 172

Suit L wall-mounted 
bath spout

A42491 £71

P: 170

Push-open bath filler waste 
and overflow

A45165 £135

Suit U wall-mounted 
bath spout with hand shower 
outlet

A42490 £75

P: 150

MP

Bath spouts and fillers
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Aquaheat Joy 200 
thermostatic shower column

A47200 £320

H: 802 min + 590 extension 
P: 515

Aquaheat Bliss S 230 
thermostatic shower column

A47202 £365

H: 793 min + 520 extension 
P: 507

Aquaheat Bliss 250 
thermostatic shower column

A47201 £340

H: 792 min + 480 extension 
P: 530

Aquacontrol Charm 240 
thermostatic shower column

A47203 £460

H: 772 min + 500 extension 
P: 491

HP

Aquaheat shower kits
Our Aquaheat shower kits come with a thermostatic shower mixer, a 
showerhead and a hand shower. They also incorporate a water-saving 
button which ensures the flow of water is controlled in a way that 
prevents unnecessary water consumption, as well as a Cool Touch 
feature to prevent scalding.

Constant
Temperature

Easy 
Clean

Easy
Installation

Cool Touch Cool Touch

Cool Touch

Extendable
Column

Showerhead provides max. 14 L/min. flow rate

Showerhead provides max. 10 L/min. flow rate Showerhead provides max. 10 L/min. flow rate

Showerhead provides max. 10 L/min. flow rate

MP

MP

MP



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm
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Aquacontrol Charm S 360 
thermostatic shower column

A47204 £750

H: 1140 | P: 548

Aquaheat Bliss 240 
thermostatic shower column

A4720534 £460

H: 792 min + 480 extension 
P: 524

Aquaheat Bliss 240 
thermostatic shower column

A47205 £320

H: 792 min + 480 extension 
P: 524

Aquaheat Bliss 240 
thermostatic shower column

A4720536 £440

H: 792 min + 480 extension 
P: 524

HP

Aquaheat shower kits

Cool Touch

Cool Touch

Cool Touch

Cool Touch

Showerhead provides max. 14 L/min. flow rate

Showerhead provides max. 10 L/min. flow rate

Showerhead provides max. 10 L/min. flow rate

Showerhead provides max. 10 L/min. flow rate

MP

MP MP



Complete thermostatic shower solutions

Suit complete shower system 

A49276 £580

Suit complete shower system 

A49277 £494

To help you find the right look for your bathroom
we’ve created five complete shower solutions. 
Each one brings together every working element 
needed to bring you a beautiful showering 
environment in one convenient package.
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Includes: 

Wall-mounted long connection pipe 

Lite showerhead 

Style X hand shower with slide rail

Hand shower outlet for shower kit 

Suit U built-in thermostatic shower 
mixer

V-Box concealed shower valve

Recommended min pressure: 1.0 bar

Includes:

Wall-mounted long connection pipe 

Rain L showerhead 

Samba hand shower with slide 
rail (3F) 

Hand shower outlet for shower kit 

Suit U built-in thermostatic shower 
mixer 

V-Box concealed shower valve

Recommended min pressure: 1.0 bar

HP HP



H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Suit complete shower system

A49278 £336
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Includes:

Wall-mounted long connection pipe 

Rain showerhead 

Origin hand shower 

Hand shower outlet for shower kit 

Origin built-in thermostatic shower 
mixer

V-Box concealed shower valve

Recommended min pressure: 1.0 bar

Includes:

Wall-mounted long connection pipe 

Rain showerhead 

Origin hand shower 

Hand shower outlet for shower kit 

Origin built-in thermostatic shower 
mixer

V-Box concealed shower valve

Recommended min pressure: 1.0 bar

Includes:

Wall-mounted long connection pipe

Rain Q showerhead

Suit U built-in thermostatic shower 
mixer

V-Box concealed shower valve

Recommended min pressure: 1.0 bar

Origin complete shower 
system

A49275  £761

Origin complete shower 
system

A4927536  £1,099

Complete thermostatic shower solutions

HP

HP HP



Accessories
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H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

96 Origin

98 Diagon

100 Matrix

102 Nest

104 Juno

106 Ilia

108 Q-Line

110 Minimax

112  Arkitekta

Our large selection of 
accessories fully complement 
our brassware ranges, or can 
be used independently to suit 
your bathroom design.

Accessories  
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Origin 

Toilet brush holder

A44893 £84

A4489326 £101

A4489334 £126

A4489336 £126

Wall-mounted 
toilet brush holder

A44894 £93

A4489426 £111

A4489434 £139

A4489436 £139

Toilet roll holder

A44887 £72

A4488726 £86

A4488734 £108

A4489876 £108

Towel rail 
(45cm)

A44886 £90

A4488626 £108

A4488634 £135

A4488636 £135

Bathrobe hook

A44884 £60

A4488426 £72

A4488434 £90

A4488436 £90
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Diagon  

Soap dish 

A44428 £86

Soap dispenser 

A44427 £124

Toothbrush holder 

A44426 £112

Towel ring 

A44434 £130

Toilet roll holder and shelf 

A44442 £119

Double toilet roll holder 

A44436 £101

Toilet roll holder 

A44435 £101

Double toilet roll holder 
and shelf 

A44443 £122
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Diagon

All prices include 20% VAT

Bathrobe hook 

A44430 £79

Towel rail  
(45cm)

A44432 £117

Wall-mounted toilet brush 
holder 

A44437 £145
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Matrix

Soap dish 

A44576 £72

Bathrobe hook 

A44584 £67

Wall-mounted toilet brush 
holder 

A44582 £116

Soap dispenser 

A44583 £101

Toothbrush holder 

A44575 £90
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Matrix

All prices include 20% VAT

Covered toilet roll holder 

A44580 £81

Towel ring 

A44577 £85

Double toilet roll holder 

A44581 £81

Towel rail 
(45cm) 

A44578 £96
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Nest

Wall-mounted soap dispenser 

A44615 £96

Wall-mounted toothbrush 
holder 

A44613 £73

Wall-mounted toilet brush 
holder 

A44623 £132

Soap dispenser 

A44616 £102

Toothbrush holder 

A44614 £96

Toilet brush holder 

A44624 £152
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Nest

All prices include 20% VAT

Double toilet roll holder 

A44622 £81

Towel ring 

A44617 £113

Towel rail 
(55cm) 

A44618 £119

Toilet roll holder 

A44621 £73

Covered toilet roll holder 

A44620 £119

Bathrobe hook 

A44619 £64
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Juno

Soap dish

A44418 £97

A4441826 £97

A4441823 £97

Wall-mounted toilet brush 
holder

A44424 £124

A4442426 £124

A44424823 £124

Toothbrush holder

A44419 £91

A4441926 £91

A4441923 £91

Covered toilet roll holder

A44422 £97

A4442226 £97

A4442223 £97
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Juno

All prices include 20% VAT

Towel rail 
(45cm)

A44421 £124

A4442126 £124

A4442123 £124

Towel ring

A44420 £85

A4442026 £85

A4442023 £85

Bathrobe hook double

A44423 £63

A4442326 £63

A4442323 £63
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Ilia

Soap dish

A44385  £58

Toothbrush holder

A44383  £64

Wall-mounted toilet brush 
holder

A44384  £75
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Ilia

All prices include 20% VAT

Towel rail 
(45cm)

A44392  £80

Bathrobe hook 

A44391 £45

Covered toilet roll holder 

A44390 £64

Towel ring 

A44394 £56

Spare toilet roll holder 

A44399 £56
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Q-Line

Soap dish

A44992  £40

Wall-mounted 
toilet brush holder

A44999  £77

Bathrobe hook

A44998  £27

Covered toilet roll holder

A44996  £53

Toilet roll holder

A44997  £45

Towel ring

A44994  £53

Toothbrush holder

A44993  £38
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Q-Line

All prices include 20% VAT

Towel rail 
(51cm)

A44995  £60

Shelf 
(51cm)

A44991  £78
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Minimax

Soap dish 

A44777 £39

Bathrobe hook 

A44787 £20

Wall-mounted toilet brush 
holder 

A44790 £62 

Wall-mounted toothbrush 
holder

A44780 £36

Toilet roll holder 

A44789 £59

Covered toilet roll holder

A44788 £62
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Minimax

All prices include 20% VAT

Double towel rail 
(53cm)

A44794 £84

Glass shelf 
(50cm) 

A44776 £58

Towel ring 

A44783 £53

Towel rail 
(55cm)

A44784 £58
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Arkitekta

Wall-mounted soap dispenser 

A44370 £96

Waste bin, 12ltr 

A44056 £140

Waste bin, 5ltr 

A44055 £86

Waste bin, 3ltr 

A44054 £74

Wall-mounted double 
wall unit 

A44053 £129
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Arkitekta

All prices include 20% VAT

Bathrobe hook  

A44081 £25

Toilet brush holder 

A44287 £73

Toilet roll holder 

A44272 £33



Product guidance
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Behind the 
brassware
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Striking finishes
Our range of coloured finishes are created through Physical 
Vapor Deposition, a state-of-the-art manufacturing process in 
which metal powders are vaporised and deposited onto the 
surface. This results in a striking look which remains corrosion 
and scratch resistant.

Over our 40 year brassware manufacturing 
history, we’ve built an unrivalled reputation for 
producing beautiful products that deliver on 
form and function. We now produce 
3 million pieces of brassware and 2.5 million 
accessories a year.

From conception through to production, our engineers 
are dedicated to realising a level of perfection. All VitrA 
products are manufactured from materials that result 
in their longevity. As a result, we’re proud to be able to 
offer our customers lengthy warranty periods.

Our bathroom taps are made of high quality brass. Not 
only does this result in highly durable products, but also 
significantly low lead content.

If you have a manufacturing fault with one of our 
brassware products within 10 years, we will replace the 
working parts for free.

Our showers and accessories have a guarantee of 
5 years, with our Move Shower Systems guaranteed 
for 2 years.

We vigorously test all of our products, above and 
beyond the minimum standards of testing.

1. Our brassware cartridges are tested nearly 
2 million times more than European standard

2. We test against brassware corrosion for 
720 hours, compared to the average of 200 hours, 
to ensure all of our taps keep their shine

3. Our shower hoses are tested for strength by tying 
on 1.8 kg of weight and bending it 10,000 times

4. Our durability testing is 10 times more than the 
average, applying 50 bar water pressure instead of 
just 5 bar, to ensure they won’t leak even after years 
of use

Manufacturing and
Testing

VitrA products are designed and built to the highest 
standards. As a result, we can proudly offer customers 
a 10 year warranty on all VitrA brassware (2 years on 
VitrA infra-red brassware) and a 5 year warranty on all 
showers and accessories.

10 5
BRASSWARE SHOWERS & 

ACCESSORIES
VitrA reserves the right to discontinue products in this brochure.



Evolution of the VitrA brand

The group opens its first 
brassware plant within its 
Bozüyük complex

The Eczacıbaşı Group’s first 
ceramic factory in Bozüyük 
begins production

The VitrA brand  
is created

Dr. Nejat Eczacıbaşı establishes 
a pharmaceutical laboratory in 
Istanbul. His first product is a 
vitamin capsule. 
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The Eczacıbaşı Group 
opens Turkey’s first 
production plant for ceramic 
sanitaryware

1979

1977

1968

1942

1958
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H (Height): mm  |  P (Projection): mm  |  D (Diameter): mm

Evolution of the VitrA brand

VitrA opens its first sales and 
marketing offices outside of 
Turkey - VitrA Bad (Germany) 
and VitrA UK

With the new facility in Bozüyük, VitrA 
has one of the world’s largest ceramic 
sanitaryware production facilities

All R&D teams are housed under one 
roof with the opening of the VitrA 
Innovation Centre at Bozüyük  

The Bozüyük complex is expanded 
with an additional sanitaryware 
production line, raising capacity to 
5.6 million units per year

VitrA wins 2 Red Dot and 2 
iF Product Design Awards

VitrA opens its flagship showroom in 
Clerkenwell, London

VitrA is an international brand exporting 
to 75 countries worldwide

1992

1996

2011

2019

2014

2020 Today
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Sustainability
We’re driven by our commitment to a sustainable future and 
the efficient use of water is one of our top priorities. 
We are also devoted to developing products and technologies 
that enable our customers to save water in their own home. 
From aerators to eco-friendly cartridges, our innovative 
water-saving features mean you can save water while not 
compromising on design.

Aerators
Aerators sit at the end of taps and add streams of air into 
the water flow. Water-saving and energy-saving, aerators 
significantly reduce the amount of water used while 
maintaining high water pressure. By directing water into one 
single downward flow, aerators also create a smoother flow 
and reduce splashing. Our ranges with aerators are marked 
throughout with the following symbols.

Our water-saving aerators use significantly less water while 
maintaining a strong flow of 5 litres per minute.

Our swivel aerators allow you to easily change the direction 
of the water flow, meaning you can reach all areas of the 
washbasin.

Our coin-slot aerators can be effortlessly removed with the 
use of a coin, making it easy to clean the threaded aerator.

The European Water Label
The European Water Label is a government initiative put in 
place to empower consumers with important information 
on the water and energy use of bathroom products.
With sustainability at our core, the vast majority of our 
products fall under the top water consumption band 
(Class A, using 5 litres or less of water).

WRAS
WRAS (Water Regulations Advisory Scheme) have been 
approved as compliant with the Water Supply (Water 
Fittings) Regulations and Scottish Byelaws. All WRAS 
approved products undergo rigorous mechanical and water 
quality testing that ensures the product will keep water 
supply clean and free from contamination.

To see the full list of our WRAS approved products, please visit 
vitra.co.uk/about-us/sustainability

Water pressures
Water pressure, measured in bars, describes the strength 
of water flow through a pipe. When choosing your 
bathroom brassware, it’s important to understand the 
water pressure in your water plumbing system. Whether 
it’s a gravity, combination boiler, pump assisted or 
mains high pressure (ask your installer if you’re unsure), 
identifying your system is key to finding a product that 
will give the best possible performance.
The minimum water pressure requirements for each 
product (low, medium or high) are marked in the 
brochure. Most products will suit any water system, 
however the high pressure products are designed to 
work with high pressure systems for maximum pressure. 
Equally, if you have low water pressure, there are lots of 
products that will work for you.

Sustainability & accreditations

Water-saving aerator Swivel aerator Coin-slot aerator

Low (up to 0.4 bar) 

Medium (0.4 - 1.0 bar)

High (above 1.0 bar)

LP

MP

HP
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Water saving Energy saving
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1. Remove the circular cap. 

2. Use an Allen key to remove the lever.

3. Unscrew the dome cap and take out the removeable ring.

4. Rotate the ring and place back over the cartridge.

The ring restricts how far the lever can be turned left or right, 
restricting the minimum and maximum temperature. 
By rotating the ring to the right you will limit the min. and 
max. temperature. By rotating the ring to the left you will 
increase the min. and max. temperature.

To reassemble, replace the dome cap, tighten using the Allen 
key and replace the circular cap.

1. Remove the circular cap. 

2. Use an Allen key to remove the lever.

3. Unscrew the dome cap and take out the removeable ring.

Use a screwdriver to adjust the screw on the side of the 
upright post. Turning the screw anti-clockwise will increase 
the water flow. Turning the screw clockwise will decrease the 
water flow (4).

To reassemble, replace the dome cap, tighten using the Allen 
key and replace the circular cap.

Temperature adjustment Flow Rate adjustment

1 1

3 3

2 2

4 4

Adjustable cartridges
Some of our mixers come with adjustable cartridges 
that limit the maximum heat and flow from the tap, 
which in turn can save up to 60% waste. Our water 
and energy saving products are marked throughout 
with these symbols.

Taps, showers & accessories
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